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Abstract
Here is demonstrated Rivener, a mask-less oral and nasal audio and air flow estimation recorder.
The first demonstration is a case-study comparison of the difference between hearing-impaired
(HI) speech and non-impaired (NI) speech. Rivener records standard audio features of HI speech
such as 1) atypical speech amplitude, 2) intonation and pitch control, and 3) speech segment
substitution. It is also a nasalance system, recording 4) hypernasalance, and nasalance
transitions across speech segments. Lastly, it estimates air flow from low frequency audio,
capturing 5) atypical air flow in HI speech. The second demonstration is of Rivener’s and the
Rothenberg NAS-1’s ability to record nasalance among 26 New Zealand English speakers. The
NAS-1 can differentiate low, medium, and high nasalance passages, whereas Rivener
differentiates only medium and high nasalance passages consistently. Rivener does not interfere
with clinical observations or audio recordings, can be used in a home environment, can provide
real-time audio, nasalance and air-flow estimation, and does not touch bodily fluids. These
benefits come with minor limitations resultant from estimating air flow from low frequency
audio, and from the acoustic bleed across the oral and nasal microphones.
Highlights
- Maskless audio/air flow estimation system records most features of hearing-impaired speech.
- System does not interfere with clinical observation, is non-invasive, and can be used at home.
- System provides audio, nasalance, and air flow biofeedback.
- System estimates air flow from low frequency audio.
- System cannot consistently capture hyponasality.
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Introduction
Here we present Rivener, a mask-less and plate-less system for recording speech oral and nasal
airflow (Derrick & De Rybel, 2016). Rivener does not cover the face or muffle speech, can be
made inexpensively and used at home, and with our custom software can provide real-time
biofeedback of speech audio, fundamental frequency, air flow estimation from low-frequency
noise, and nasalance. As a result, Rivener can instrumentally record differences between hearing
impaired (HI) and non-impaired (NI) speech such as suprasegmental alterations,
hypernasalization, and phoneme changes (Ling, 1976: 13-16). The system can also distinguish
between normal and highly nasalized speech, but is less effective at distinguishing extremely low
nasality speech from normal speech.
While many other tools can do some of these tasks, the advantage of Rivener is that it
sacrifices direct air flow measurement and fully acoustically separated nasalance measures for
the advantage of recording all of these aspects of speech at the same time while still allowing a
listener to look at the face of a speaker and hear them speak clearly. Rivener does not touch any
mucus membranes, and so the physical hardware itself cannot be classified as a medical device.
(Though software using this system’s instrumental capture outputs and then used for diagnostic
purposes might be depending on a nation’s jurisdictional rules or laws.) Instead, Rivener is, at its
core, a head-mounted system two microphones, one placed in line with air flow from the nares,
and one placed in line with air flow from the oral opening. These microphones are acoustically
separated by a piece of plastic that provides limited acoustic separation, much like a plate but
smaller and without direct contact with the face. Each microphone is placed at the back end of a
venturi tube, as seen in Figure 1.
< Insert Figure 1 here >

The Venturi tubes cause air flow from speech to move faster and drop in pressure so that the
pressure-sensing microphones do not overload from speech with high pressure air flow (see
Venturi, 1826). The now lower-pressure direct air flow impacts on the microphone membranes
and is recorded along with the longitudinal sound waves (Lighthill, 1962; Williams & Lighthill,
1968, 1971). This air flow shows up as low-frequency information in the recording because the
primary air pressure comes from the speech air flow stream, which varies dynamically across
acoustic segmental, word, and phrase spans – much longer spans than a typical vocal fold pitch
pulse. This method will not capture all the energy of speech air flow though because it ignores the
high-frequency impacts of turbulent eddies – it only captures the information contained in the
bulk forward motion of air during speech. However, masks provide back-pressure on the vocal
tract -- this technique does not. It therefore has the advantage of estimating air flow variance
over time without interfering with acoustic and air flow outputs of speech. Rivener can also
capture nasalance using same microphones. Masks are uncomfortable, may smell bad, and give a
sense of claustrophobia. They also limit breathing and facial movement during speech, and so
are tiring to use and alter speech production. Lastly, they muffle speech and so there are serious
limitations to relating the speech audio quality. No clinician will be able to effectively diagnose
nasality from the same recording session as that used to capture nasalance scores using a masked
system. However, because a masked system is going to isolate the oral and nasal airflow the
most, it is a better tool for comparison than Rothenberg’s plate-based system.
Hearing impaired speech traits
Anyone who has experience speaking to someone with severe hearing loss would have noticed a
difference in speech patterns. Most obvious are: 1) inappropriate speech volume, 2)
inappropriate prosody, 3) hypernasality, 4) reduction of frication in speech, 5) and resulting
phoneme alterations (Ling, 1976: 13-16).
Volume: Ewing and Ewing (1964: 17) mention that the control of volume for HI speakers
is difficult regardless of what age the speaker become hearing impaired. Speech volume will be
altered due to issues of air flow and phonation control. In addition, without the auditory
pathway to provide feedback, it is difficult for speakers to judge their own volume.
Prosody: HI speakers, have difficulty with speech timing, intonation, and voice quality
(Gold 1980). Poor speech timing has implications such as lengthening speech segments, inserting
long pauses at inappropriate syntactic boundaries, and altering the expected temporal

relationship between words (Lass, 1979). Intonation can range from excessive to insufficient,
while voicing can range from harsh to breathy (Lass, 1979). Non-standard voice quality can be
linked back to physical issues, such as short breath groups, which causes a low syllable count per
breath. It can also be linked to poor control over the velopharyngeal port.
Hypernasality: Nasal sounds are made by passing air through the nasal cavity, as in sounds
such as /m/, /n/, and nasal vowels (Ling, 1976: 248). The distinction between these nasal sounds
and non-nasal sounds is highly meaningful in speech. As a result, Rothenberg writes that
hypernasality is the most significant issue in HI speech (Rothenberg, 2014:1). Rothenberg found
that “normal speaking” HI speakers lost control over his velopharyngeal closure after
approximately 6 syllables, whereas normal hearing speakers maintain control throughout speech.
It is therefore expected that hearing-impaired speakers will have increased nasalance.
Frication: For these HI speakers, nasalization occurs frequently during production of
plosives and fricatives, which necessitates high breath pressure. Rothenberg’s (2014) research
on nasalance, among others, shows us this can lead to vowel distortion, making nasalized and
non-nasalized vowels indistinguishable. It can also lead to consonant distortions and
substitutions. Distortion of consonants occurs when the speech sound is still recognized as the
intended phoneme but there is some fault to the production of the sound itself (Markidies, 1983:
25). In this case, nasal air flow might change a /p/ into a /b/, or a /t/ into a /d/.
Substitution: Full substitutions can easily occur when nasal air flow is too high to sustain
any audible oral release; where for example a /p/ will become an /m/, and a /t/ become an /n/.
In 1980, Gold analyzed a large corpus of previous research to find the most common errors that
HI children made in speech. She found that the phonetic errors fell into the major categories of:
consonantal, voicing, omissions, and vowels. Consonantal errors include a variety of mistakes:
substitution of one consonant for another, added nasality, misarticulation of adjacent consonants,
and misarticulation of consonant blends (Markides, 1983). In addition, educational issues often
result in a lack of spoken vocabulary of a HI speaker; it is often limited and grammatically
incorrect (Ewing and Ewing, 1964: 57-81). Limited vocabulary can therefore itself cause varying
degrees of substitution and omission, from one phone to entire words (Markides, 1983: 45).
All of these traits can be captured in an instrument that is capable of recording oral and
nasal audio ranging from 1 Hz through to the speech range of 20 kHz. Therefore, the overarching
hypothesis is that Rivener is capable of recording all of the major aspects of hearing-impaired
with minimal influence on the quality of the audio recordings. Specifically, we expect Rivener to

record five differences between our NI and HI speakers. 1) HI speech amplitude will be either too
loud or too quiet for the context. 2) HI speaker will speak with unnatural intonation as evidenced
by pitch control inappropriate to the situation. 3) HI speaker will show increased nasalance
during speech. 4) HI speech will reflect novel air flow characteristics. 5) The HI speaker will
produce altered speech segments, mainly substitution and deletion.
From here, we will focus on the details of nasal speech, from hypo to hypernasality:
Nasalance
Clinicians and speech therapists had long sought for an automatic measurement to match
their perceptions of nasality in speech. Fletcher et al. (1974) came up with one such measure
based on the relationship between oral and nasal airflow – nasalance. But nasalance depends on
equipment that can separate the oral and nasal speech audio. Fletcher et al. (1974) defines
nasalance with the formula:
Formula 1: An / (Am+An))
Where An = audio amplitude at the nares, and Am = audio amplitude at the mouth. This
measure requires a distinction between the audio amplitude of speech at the nares and at the
mouth. As a result, nasalance measures have typically been accomplished using a nose and facemask (Rothenberg, 1977) or using a hand-held device with a plate that rests against the skin
above upper lip and separates the nose and mouth (Rothenberg, 1995).
Two issues arise from the use of this technique. The first is that the usefulness of the
measure depends on the relationship between the measure and the perceptual salience of a
speaker’s speech nasalization. The second is that it assumes separation of oral and nasal audio,
and would therefore work better the more acoustically separated the two are. The first one has
been addressed in previous research.
Nasalance vs. nasality
Because very few authors use a detailed gradient sorting technique for comparing
nasalance with listener judgments of nasality (Fletcher, 1976) the way Fletcher, the original
inventor of the nasalance measure, intended (Fletcher, 1972), it is hard to compare articles on

the topic. However, some trends do appear in the literature. The gap in nasality and nasalance
for oral and nasal speech is narrower for children with Cochlear implants (CI) and hearing aids
(HA) (Boudonck, et al. 2015), indicating that even with aids, hearing-impaired speakers do not
control the velopharyngeal port as well as those with normal hearing. Hardin et al. (1992) also
found both judgments of nasality and nasalance scores are less consistent for people who had
pharyngeal flap surgery to correct cleft-palate issues.
Dalston et al. (1991) showed that nasalance measures are not particularly effective in
diagnosing hyponasality (sensitivity) unless the patients did not have audible nasal emissions,
but trained clinicians did not confuse nasal (air flow) emission (from non-nasal consonants) with
nasal resonance (from nasal consonants and vowels) as nasality measures do.
However, Watterson, et al. (1993) have found that the relationship between nasality and
nasalance measures (both sensitivity and specificity) from the speech of 25 children with
craniofacial disorders was much better with a nonnasal passage than with a standard or highly
nasal passage. That is, nasalance measures were better at detecting hypernasality if the
underlying passages did not already have nasal speech sounds.
Acoustic coupling and nasalance
Nasalance systems not only lose distinguishing capacity through confusion of nasal emissions
with resonance, they lose it through acoustic coupling. Masked systems are considered the best
because they have relatively thick acoustically shielded masks separating the oral and nasal
audio, and they capture all of the oral and nasal airflow, funneling it through to the recording
sensors (Rothenberg, 1977, 2016) or microphone (Rothenberg, 1995). This type of system
represents the gold standard of audio isolation, and so is ideal for comparison to our mask-less
oral and nasal recording system.
In all cases, however, the message appears to be that trained clinicians are reasonably
good as distinguishing hypo, normative, and hypernasality from all speech, hearing a distinction
between nasal emissions and nasal resonance (Brunnegard, 2009). However, instrumental
techniques generally require that the underlying speech contain sounds that would normally
have higher nasal amplitude in order to identify when a speaker produces too little, or not have
much nasal amplitude when the speaker does produce too much. The instrumental technique
needs a basis for distinction.

So for our demonstration, we present the results of 1) a case-study documenting
instrumental capture of hearing-impaired and non-impaired speech, and 2) an experiment
capturing nasalance measures of 26 speakers using Rivener and the Rothenberg NAS-1 nasalance
system.
Method 1:
Participants
There are two participants for this case-study, one hearing-impaired (HI) and one nonhearing-impaired (NI) speaker. Participant 1 was a 51-year-old woman from Dunedin, New
Zealand, and has lived in Christchurch since age 10. She was born with a hearing impairment.
While the participant had years of speech therapy to increase her skill at distinguishing sounds
and speaking with confidence, she considers herself to be “fully Deaf” and communicates by using
New Zealand Sign Language. Her last hearing test in 1991 reported that she had no hearing in the
right ear, but retained 85% of hearing in the left ear. She is profoundly impaired in the lower
frequencies. She has a unilateral hearing aid and to amplify high frequencies, but due to her
hearing declining over time she now only chooses to wear her hearing aid when she listens to
music.
Participant 2 was a 22-year-old male who recently graduated from university. He was
born and raised in New Zealand. Although both of his parents are hearing-impaired, he learned
English as his first language and then learned sign language. He is fluent in both. He has no
hearing or speech impairment.
Stimuli
Participants read from the caterpillar passage, the text of which is listed in Appendix 1
(Patel et al., 2013). The caterpillar passage has 195 words; 16 sentences of various length and
difficultly that contain numerous plosives, fricatives and vowels. This provides numerous
environments to see the increased/decreased aspiration and nasalization of the phones. The
passage was chosen for its story-like form and complex set of text environments. This encourages
the speaker to use differing intonation, prosody and speed, throughout the passage; highlighting
the key areas of interest in HI speech.
Procedure

We obtained informed consent from our participants, approved by the University of
Canterbury’s Human Ethics Committee. We explained the procedure to our participants. The NI
speaker translated the instructions into Sign Language for the HI speaker. The participants were
given as much time as they needed to read the passage to themselves and familiarize themselves
with the vocabulary. Once they indicated that they are ready to read out loud, we then had the
participant put on the Rivener headset.
The Rivener headset has two microphones, one placed in front of the lips, and one in front
of the nares, and both separated by a piece of plastic to avoid acoustic coupling. The
microphones record sound from 0.1 Hz, much lower than what we can hear, to 20 kHz. This
allows the microphones to capture air flow as pseudo-sound. The microphones were both placed
within Venturi tubes, which reduce air pressure from the air flow, allowing that air flow to be
captured without overloading the microphones, which would wash out higher frequency
information.
Participants then read the caterpillar passage (Patel et al., 2013) from a printed a single
sheet of paper. We recorded three readings. The NI speaker read the passage first, then the HI
speaker. The HI speaker read the passage without wearing her hearing aid.
Analysis
For hypothesis 1, the mean amplitude of each speaker in each recording was computed in
R. The non-dimensional S results represent rectified raw numbers recorded to the 16 bit .wav file
– these can range from 0 to 32767. The signal dB represents conversion of raw numbers to a
scaled decibel weighting with a maximum of 0, and based on the formula:
Formula 1: dB = 20 * log10(S/32767)
Lastly, the approximate loudness comparison is based on the idea that every increase in 10 dB
represents a doubling of loudness (Plack, 2005).
For hypothesis 2, the average nasalance of each speaker was calculated through this
formula:

Formula 2: (!

!!
! !!! )

×100

Where A, or amplitude, is the auditory signal amplitude from 30 Hz to 12,000 Hz filtered using a
4th order Butterworth band-pass filter. An is the amplitude at the nares, and Am is the amplitude
at the mouth.
For hypothesis 3, we used Praat’s (Boersma, 2017) pitch tracker, set to its standard
settings (minimum 75Hz, maximum 500Hz) to analyze and compare the examples of pitch
control between the two speakers. Hypothesis 4 involved comparing the oral air flow
characteristics of both speakers during the production of plosives, vowels and fricatives. For this
purpose, the oral recording was low-pass filtered using PRAAT’s built-in filters to include data
between 1 and 70 Hz, with 1 Hz tails. Finally, we tested hypothesis 5 by counting and the
segments produced for the 3 or greater syllable words we identified as the most difficult. The
data collected was then placed into tables to clearly compare the differences between speakers.
For this analysis, the oral recording was high-pass filtered using PRAAT’s filter to exclude
components below 75 Hz with 10 Hz tails.
Result 1:
Hypothesis 1: HI speech amplitude will be either too loud or too quiet for the context.
While recording, we observed that the NI speaker has a moderate speech volume, and the
HI speaker spoke quite softly. The audio recordings, however, provide the expected instrumental
results. Here these are reported as non-dimensional scores and dB weighted score based on the
audio recording at the lips. The results are shown in Table 1. Given that the microphone was
placed the same distance from the speaker for both participants, we can state that the NI speaker
spoke an average of 11.9 dB higher amplitude than the HI speaker. This means that the NI
speaker spoke approximately 2.2 times louder than the HI speaker (Plack, 2005).
< Insert Table 1 here >
Hypothesis 2: HI speaker will show increased nasalance during speech.
The results of our nasalance computation, based on the entire span of each passage
recording, are listed in Table 2. The results show that the HI speaker had an average of 49.7%
nasalance, and the NI speaker had 31.5%, showing the HI speaker had almost 50% more
nasalance than the NI speaker.

<Insert Table 2 here>
<Insert Figure 2 here>
Examining the recordings up-close, they show that both the HI speaker (Figure 2a) and NI
speaker (Figure 2b) have enough control over nasalance to distinguish nasal consonants and
surrounding vowels. However, the HI speaker clearly has more nasalance throughout their
speech, especially in the non-nasal segment portions - as seen in the comparison in Figure 3.
<Insert Figure 3 here>
Hypothesis 3: HI speaker will speak with unnatural intonation as evidenced by pitch control
inappropriate to the situation
We selected one matching phrase from our HI and NI speaker in order to highlight
differences in pitch control. These are Figures 4 and 5, comparing the phrase “Do you like
amusement parks”. These sequences exemplify the pattern throughout all three recordings. The
HI speaker produces one at a time, with between one and three words per breath group. Each
word therefore shows a characteristic pitch pattern of a word as phrase, with phrase-final pitch
rising for each token. In contrast, our NI speaker shows intonation changes that span across
intonation phrases. These patterns can be found throughout the recordings.
<Insert Figures 4 and 5 here>
Hypothesis 4: HI speech will reflect novel air flow characteristics
When evaluating breathing patterns, there are stark differences between the two speakers.
Here we provide examples of oral air flow over phrases, aspirated stops, and fricatives. The NI
speaker’s oral air flow spans over each phrase, as seen in Figure 6a. At the same time, the words
are connected. In contrast, the HI speaker has large gaps between each word caused by their
breath control spanning over individual words, as seen in Figure 6b.
<Insert Figure 6 here>
The second example is of aspirated stops from the NI speaker having characteristic peak oral air
flow production, as seen in Figure 7a. This contrasts with plosives having little or no peak air
flow beyond that used in the rest of the speech act, as seen in Figure 7b.

<Insert Figure 7 here>
Similarly, speech air flow from fricatives often involves substantial peaks, as seen in this clip from
the NI speaker producing /f/s in “fast, fast, and faster” in Figure 8a. In contrast, the HI speaker
had little or no airflow peaks, as seen in Figure 8b.
<Insert Figure 8 here>
Hypothesis 5: The HI speaker will produce altered speech segments, mainly substitution and
deletion.
There were many examples of all of altered speech segments recorded from our HI
speaker. However, multisyllabic words were especially difficult for the HI speaker to pronounce.
Table 6 shows the actualizations of words with three syllables across all recordings. The NI
speaker demonstrated a semi-consistent reading, with some phonemes changing, generally from
coarticulation of adjacent words. The HI speaker showed much more variation across readings,
and skipped amusement once and gigantic every time.
The tokens below show examples of: 1) Word shortening throughout. 2) Conversion of
sounds like /t/ to /tʃ/, and /p/ to /b/ to reduce air pressure via process of debuccalization. 3)
Swapping /t/ for /n/ and /p/ for /m/ as a process of nasalization, reducing required maximum
air pressure.
<Insert table 3 here>
Method 2:
We recorded 24 participants (10 male, 14 female) using both the Rothenberg NAS-1 mask
(see Rothenberg, 1995) and the Rivener nasalance system (Derrick & De Rybel, 2016).
Participants were seated in a quiet room, and asked to read from each of five reading passages.
The Zoo passage (Fletcher, 1989), which contains words that are very low in nasal airflow, the
Rainbow (Fletcher, 1989), Caterpillar (Patel, et al., 2013), and Grandfather (Fletcher, et al., 1974)
passages, which contain a relatively normal amount of nasal airflow, and the Nasal Sentences
(Fletcher, 1989) passage, which contains words with heavy nasal airflow. They read these

passages while wearing the NAS-1 Rothenberg mask, and while using the headset mounted
Rivener recording system.
The auditory signals were recorded using customized recording software designed to
capture from 0-22,100 Hz. The audio recordings were band-pass filtered with a 4th order
Butterworth filter to include 30-12000 Hz, and nasalance was computed from the mean values
over the entire reading passage. Nasalance graphs of the recordings were also produced using a
1000th order smoothing average (SMA) filter, which is a smoothing filter 20.8 ms long – enough
to smooth out fundamental frequency changes in low-pitched male voices.
Result 2:
<Insert Table 4 here>
Here we provide average nasalance scores as measured using the Rivener and Rothenberg
systems (Table 4), along with the results for each participant (Figure 9). The results show a
distinction between the low, normal, and high nasal airflow passages for the Rothenberg system,
and a distinction between the low and normal vs. the high nasal airflow passages for the Rivener
system.
<Figure 9>
Statistical analysis of the results, using a linear mixed-effects model:
Formula 2: nasalance ~ (system * passage) + (1 + (system + passage) | participant)
Where nasalance refers to the nasalance percentage, system is either Rivener or the Rothenberg
mask, passage is one of the nasal, zoo, rainbow, caterpillar, or grandfather passages. The results
of the statistical test can be seen in Table 5.
<Insert Table 5 here>

All of the main effects and interactions are significant. That is, for all the data, the low-nasality
zoo passage show less nasalance than the caterpillar, grandfather, and rainbow passages, with
the nasal passage has the highest nasality. For the Rothenberg data, the spread between the low
nasality zoo passage, the three average nasality (caterpillar, grandfather, and rainbow) passages,
and the nasal passage is greater than it is for the Rivener data. When examining the data for each
individual, with the Rothenberg mask the low nasality passages always have lower nasalance
than the medium nasality passages, which are always lower than the high nasality passage. With
Rivener, the results are not as clean. Nasalance for the low nasality passage is lower than that for
medium passages, except for participant 6f, 7f, 4f, 13f, and 10m. However, nasalance for the high
nasality passage is higher than that for the medium nasality passages for each and every
participant.
To illustrate why, here are examples of the outputs of both the Rothenberg and Rivener
systems for a typical female participant, 10f. For the nasal passage, both the Rivener and
Rothenberg systems clearly show a high degree of separation between nasal and non-nasal
consonants. The distinction is larger with the Rothenberg system, but very visible in both
systems, as seen in Figure 10.
<Figure 10>
Similarly, for the Rainbow passage, the distinction between nasality in nasal vs. non-nasal
segments is quite clear in both the Rivener and Rothenberg systems, as seen in Figure 11.
<Figure 11>
Lastly, for the low nasality Zoo passage, the Rothenberg system shows clear peaks in
nasality where there is nasal airflow leak in the labial stop “b” and the velar stop “k” – these also
show up in the Rivener system, but in a messier fashion due to the air flow patterns of fricatives
showing up more clearly in Rivener, causing interference with nasalance measurements in
fricatives. Rivener shows a much stronger coupling or oral and nasal airflow energy for the
vowels in particular, as seen in Figure 12.
<Figure 12>

Discussion:
The results of the case-study and experiment show that, broadly speaking, Rivener can
capture the traits of HI speech, including audio, air flow, and nasalance. Given the advantages of
being able to do so without the use of a mask that muffles speech, we believe that alone makes
the system worthwhile. Listening to our HI participant, many features of her speech were almost
immediately evident, inclusing quiet speech, the use of short 1-3 word sequences, each separated
in single breath groups, segment deletion especially for word shortening, and segment
substitution. All of these features show up in Rivener’s instrumental measurements. In addition,
the instrumental measurements showed hypernasality in the HI speaker’s speech, which was not
readily apparent to any of the three authors - though her hypernasality might be obvious to
people with more experience listening to hearing-impaired speech.
Hypernasality provides a direct explanation of many phoneme substitutions and word
reductions, even apart from difficulty with the complex vocabulary. It also provides an
explanation for both the air flow spanning words instead of sounds, and of air flow not matching
up with the expected speech segments. That is because oral speech sounds that require high airpressure to produce correcty will not have that air pressure. And with Rivener, it is possible to
capture this information instrumentally without unduly interfering with speech production.
The results of the experiment show that Rivener provides a comparable measure of
nasalance to that of the masked Rothenberg system for the normal (Rainbow, Grandfather, and
Caterpillar) and high nasality (Nasal) passages. While Rivener’s recordings are more strongly
coupled than that of the Rothenberg system, giving a narrower range of nasalance output (as
seen in Table 4), the temporal quality of the outputs are similar, and therefore the system can be
used to identify nasalance effectively (as seen in Figures 10 and 11).
However, there are important limitations in the air flow estimations, nasalance measures,
case study, and experiment that must be addressed:
Air flow estimate limitations
The air flow estimation is estimated based on heuristics. Low-frequency pseudosound has
been known to capture air flow information for a long time (see Williams and Lighthill, 1968,
1971), but does not capture all the flow energy in the field. With Rivener, the measure excludes
air flow that is not funneled through the Venturi tube, and it does not capture the high-frequency
turbulent aspects of air flow, both of which encompass essentially unknowable amounts of air

flow energy. In addition, Rivener, while far less audio-distoring than a Rothenberg mask, does
distort the audio to a small degree. The use of venturi tubes to speed up air flow in order to
capture high-pressure speech without inducing microphone overload also unfortunately adds
frication noise to the recordings. However, these only show up in the audio recordings and do not
affect the actual speech production that clinitians can indipendently hear. In addition, Figures 6, 7,
and 8 show that there is enough remaining information to record and observe atypical air flow in
HI speech.
Nasalance limitations
The Rivener system also does not effectively measure subtle nasalance in very low
nasality environments such as voiced stops as well as the Rothenberg system. The main result is
that Rivener cannot distinguish between low and normal nasalization in non-impaired speech as
well as the Rothenberg system does. Therefore it is very important to use a high-nasality passage,
like the Nasal Passsage, for any effort to identify hyponasality, and even more importantly, a low
nasalance passage, like the Zoo Passage, to identify hypernasality. Even in that case, because of
the lack of ability to distinguish between low and normal nasalance, the Rivener system has the
risk of failing to identify mild cases of hypernasality.
Case-study limitations
Our HI speaker had limited reading experience, and so the page of text is intimidating. As
a result, it might have been better to present the passage one phrase or sentence at a time on a
computer screen. We let her read over the passage beforehand, to familiarize themselves with
uncommonly used words. As a result, the participant was less likely to skip over multi-syllabic
words during the recording than she might have been without preparation time.
Experiment limitations
The experiment was simply a comparison of the instrumental measures of Rivener and
Rothenberg’s NAS-1 system. This study did not attempt to compare these recordings to clinical
evaluation of speech nasality. Therefore it would be exceptionally useful to follow up with a
study of the relationship between Rivener’s measurements and clinical judgements. Instead, this
study just demonstrates that such a future study is both possible and viable.
In addition, there are issues with the Zoo passage itself. It contains many stop consonants
that are commonly associated with nasal airflow leakage. These nasal emissions are known to
interfere with nasalance readings in other systems (Dalston et al., 1991). This issue is more
severe with Rivener because the system, which is also designed to capture air flow information

more effectively, funnels low-volume airflow to make sure it is recorded through the oral and
nasal microphones. It may be worth designing a system without these funnels for a nasalanceonly system, or to make a system with an extra pair of microphones outside the funneling system.
However, it may instead be that the clinical world needs more appropriate low-nasality passages
that can work with nasalance systems.
Future directions
A data collection tool for Rivener, which provides real-time displays of oral and nasal air
flow, audio, and nasalance, is currently in production. Such a system would allow for the
generation of biofeedback systems. These could be used for hearing-impaired speech, traumatic
brain injury speech, and any other clinical application where nasalance, air flow, and audio
output may be abnormal yet changeable from biofeedback. This includes non-clinical uses such
as accent modification, language training, and voice coaching (for singers).
Future research could also relate recordable air flow to estimates, but such an effort
would have to be carefully designed as it would require a for capturing absolute air flow directly
in an acoustically transparent manner – we have found none to date.
Conclusion
The results are still very positive: Rivener, if mass-produced, would be an inexpensive
system, so it could be used at home as well as in clinical settings. The Rivener system is capable of
showing a distinction between high and normal nasality in normal speech, which is itself the
most common type of analysis that clinicians will need. Rivener instrumentally captures most of
the qualities of hearing-impaired speech well, while preserving speech quality. We also know
that this type of biofeedback has been useful in teaching speakers to change the amount of
nasality (Murray, et al., 2016), or other phonatory aspects of speech (Maryn, 2006) in the past,
meaning that the output of this system is potentially very helpful in clinical and self-teaching
settings.
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Appendix
Caterpillar passage (Patel et al., 2013):
“Do you like amusement parks? Well, I sure do. To amuse myself, I went twice last spring. My
most MEMORABLE moment was riding on the Caterpillar, which is a gigantic rollercoaster high
above the ground. When I saw how high the Caterpillar rose into the bright blue sky I knew it was
for me. After waiting in line for thirty minutes, I made it to the front where the man measured my
height to see if I was tall enough. I gave the man my coins, asked for change, and jumped on the
cart. Tick, tick, tick, the Caterpillar climbed slowly up the tracks. It went SO high I could see the
parking lot. Boy was I SCARED! I thought to myself, “There’s no turning back now.” People were
so scared they screamed as we swiftly zoomed fast, fast, and faster along the tracks. As quickly as
it started, the Caterpillar came to a stop. Unfortunately, it was time to pack the car and drive
home. That night I dreamt of the wild ride on the Caterpillar. Taking a trip to the amusement park
and riding on the Caterpillar was my MOST memorable moment ever!”

List of tables:
Table 1: Amplitude of HI and NI recordings.
Recording

HI Non-dimensional HI signal dB

NI Non-dimensional

NI signal dB

1

185.4

-44.9

948.3

-30.8

2

282.4

-41.3

1024.1

-30.1

3

302.5

-40.7

1002.4

-30.3

Table 2: Nasalance of HI and NI recordings
Recording

HI Speaker

NI speaker

1

51.7%

32.3%

2

45.0%

30.8%

3

52.5%

31.6%

Table 3: Table of example long words produced by the HI speaker and the NI speaker. Dashes
represent breath-pauses. Dashes indicate pauses in pronunciation.
Word

HI Speaker

NI Speaker

Recording Number

Amusement

amə-pɑ˞-mɛ

ɘmjʉzan

1

Memorable

Caterpillar

Not produced mjʉsɘ

1

amu-mə

ɘmjʉzman

2

a-mo-mɪ

mjʉsmɘ

2

amʃmə

ɘmjʉzmɐn

3

a-o-mɪn

mjʉzmɘ

3

mɛmɹi

memɹbl

1

mɛmɹi

memɹbl

1

mɛmɹi

memɹbl

2

mɛmɹi

memɹbl

2

mɛmɹi

memɹbl

3

mɛmɹi

memɹbl

3

kæpə

kɛtapɘlah

1

kætapɚ

kɛdtaplaɹ

1

tænma

kɛtɘpɘlah

1

tæma

kɛtɘpɘlah

1

kæfɑ˞

kɛtɘpla

1

tɑɪmɑ

kɛtɘpla

1

tæpə

kɛtɘpɘla

2

kænapɚ

kɛdapɘla

2

tæna-pɚ

kɛtɘpɘlaɹ

2

kænmɚ

kɛtɘpɘlah

2

tænpɑ

kɛtɘpɘla

2

kɑpɑ

kɛtɘpɘl

2

kæpə

kɛtapɘlah

3

kæpɚ

kɛdapɘla

3

tæna-bɑ

kɛtɘpɘla

3

Gigantic

tænbɚ

kɛtɘpɘl

3

tæmɹa

kɛtɘpɘlah

3

kaɪpɑ

kɛtɘpɘla

3

Not produced t͡ʃɑedʒjɛntɘ 1
Not produced t͡ʃɑegjɛntɘ

2

Not produced t͡ʃɑegjɛntɘk 3
Rollercoaster

ɹol-ɹoli

ɹɒlɘkɐʉsta

1

ɹol-hoh

ɹɒlɘkɘsta

2

ɹoli-ko

ɹɒlɘkɘsta

3

ɐnfot͡ʃɘnli

1

ɑfɔʃi

ɐnfot͡ʃnɘli

2

ɑfɔʃɪ

ɐnfot͡ʃnɘli

3

Unfortunately ɑ-fɔɹʃɪ-li

Table 4: Rivener and Rothenberg’s nasalance means (standard deviation in brackets), by passage
Reading passage

Rivener

Rothenberg

Zoo

29.8% (4.4%)

16.7% (1.9%)

Caterpillar

31.9% (2.7%)

27.4% (3.8%)

Grandfather

31.9% (3.4%)

27.7% (3.4%)

Rainbow

32.6% (3.1%)

29.5% (3.4%)

Nasal

44.3% (4.5%)

46.9% (4.2%)

Table 5: Fixed effects results comparing Rivener and Rothenberg NAS-1 nasalance results for the
caterpillar, grandfather, rainbow, and nasal passages against the zoo passage. All t-values
significant (alpha < 0.05). 240 groups, 24 participants.
Estimate

Std. Error

t-value

(Intercept)

0.291

0.00757

38.52

System = Rothenberg

-0.130

0.00924

-14.03

Passage = caterpillar

0.0278

0.00519

5.35

Passage = grandfather

0.0273

0.00481

5.69

Passage = rainbow

0.0334

0.00465

7.19

Passage = nasal

0.148

0.00642

22.98

Rothenberg * caterpillar

0.0847

0.00515

16.45

Rothenberg * grandfather

0.0879

0.00515

17.08

Rothenberg * rainbow

0.0995

0.00515

19.34

Rothenberg *nasal

0.159

0.00515

30.96
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Figure 1: Rivener full headset (top left), Rivener microphone close-up (top right), Venturi tube
close-up (bottom left), Venturi tube teardown (bottom right)
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Figure 3: HI vs. NI Nasalance overlay of relevant words to highlight HI hypernasality
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Figure 7: /p/ production: left = NI oral air flow, right = HI oral air flow
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Figure 8: /f/ production: left = NI oral air flow, right = HI oral air flow
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Figure 9: Mean nasalance scores: Zoo, rainbow, nasalance (Fletcher, 1989), caterpillar (Patel, et
al., 2013), and grandfather (Fletcher, et al., 1974) passages: left = Rothenberg, Right = Rivener
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Figure 10: Side-by-side comparison of the phrase “mama made some lemon jam” from the Nasal
Passage (Fletcher, 1989): top = oral audio, middle = nasal audio, bottom = nasalance: Left =
Rothenberg, Right = Rivener
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Figure 11: Side-by-side comparison of the phrase “when the sunlight strikes” from the Rainbow
Passage (Fletcher, 1989): top = oral audio, middle = nasal audio, bottom = nasalance: Left =
Rothenberg, Right = Rivener.
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Figure 12: Side-by-side comparison of the phrase “look at this book with us” from the Zoo
Passage (Fletcher, 1989): top = oral audio, middle = nasal audio, bottom = nasalance: Left =
Rothenberg, Right = Rivener

